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A couple of nights ago, I took a seat in a red-fabric chair and watched as the lights 
dimmed and brightened to reveal the opening night show of The Revolutionists, a new 
production that I had no idea what to expect. As soon as the first character began to 
speak, I lost sense of the audience around me and let myself be taken into a world of 
revolution, feminism, and strong, brave women who were fighting for themselves and 
their rights in France during the time of the Reign of Terror. 
 
Olympe de Gouges is a female playwright who is trying to write something worthy of her 
personal legacy. As she is struggling to think up the right words, facing a problem 
known as ‘writer’s block’ that all writers can relate to, three women come knocking at 
her door with their own set of problems that they want her to fix. Olympe is immediately 
set off as the sole-female-writer-who-has-a-voice-in-the-revolution and is obviously 
depended on by not just her friends but other females who are trying to do something 
and make a stand in the midst of the male fighters of the revolution. 
 
Marianne Angelle is a “free woman” who wants Olympe to write up pamphlets for her as 
a part of her movement to end slavery. I, personally, connected most with this woman 
because she was strong and willing to fight for herself and for the rest of the 
discriminated-against people, something that many find hard to do. I admired her 
courage and her willingness to do whatever it took to try to end slavery, as well as 
juggling personal problems, including the separation of herself and her husband, as well 
as her children. 
 
Charlotte Corday, a strong female in a completely different way, is an assassin set on 
murdering writer/journalist Jean-Paul Marat for his views and use of words as weapons. 
She beseeches Olympe for some last words to create a thrilling exit as she drives a 
steak knife through Marat’s chest. She comes off as rather quirky and is supposed to be 
quite a belle, though her odd tendencies seem to throw her off from the 
delicate-innocent image of a “pretty woman” and instead transform her into a 
badass-female-assassin worthy of her own epic. 
 
Marie Antoinette, a dethroned royal, enters and we are immediately amused by her own 
eccentricities and quirks. She wants Olympe to rewrite history for herself. She comes off 
as more of that innocent woman than Charlotte did, though Marie is strong in her own 



ways, conveying this throughout the show in her actions and willingness to stand up for 
herself and her friends.  
 
The show is thrilling and comedic, full of hilarious and strong women in the face of the 
revolution. It’s one for the women: the cast and crew is made up of a strong force of 
females and the theme of the show is definitely towards equalizing the women. It’s truly 
a point for feminism. 


